
 

Mr Jones is the Elle Decoration Award Winner

We are exited to announce that Mr Jones sofa by Adea has 
won the 2017 Elle Decoration Swedish Design Award in the 
category Furniture of the Year. 

Mr Jones sofa and armchair

Design Alexander Lervik 2015/16 

Adea launched the Mr Jones sofa designed by Alexander 
Lervik last year in Stockholm. The sofa was the beginning 
of the co-operation between the Finnish furniture producer 
Adea and the well-known Swedish designer Alexander 
Lervik.
”When I was comissioned to design a new sofa for Adea, 
the first vision that came to me was the archetypical British 
Howard sofa. I decided to contemporize the classic, giving 
it neater, stricter lines,” says the designer Alexander 
Lervik.
The sofa takes its name from one of Lervik’s idols of 
his youth, synthpop artist Howard Jones. In spite of its 
compact dimensions, Mr Jones’ comfiness is out of this 
world.
New and simultaneously classic Mr Jones is now available 
also with leather upholstery. The sofa is available in two 
widths. There is also an armchair and an ottoman in Mr 
Jones’ family.

Elle Decoration Swedish Design Awards

Swedish interior magazine Elle Decoration awards every 
year exellence in design in 13 categories ranging from 
furniture, fabrics and lighting to the designer of the year. 
The winners of the Swedish Elle Decoration Design Awards 
will participate in the international Elle Decor Design 
Awards whose results will be announced in April in Milan. 
The Design Award was launched in 2003 by Edida.

”The Elle Decor Awards are for the design community like 
the Oscars for the film industry.” 
– Patricia Urquiola, designer
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Adea

The Finnish Adea has produced high quality furniture 
since 1994. Adea’s collection of elegant and comfortable 
furniture has trendy and timeless pieces for homes and 
public spaces.

Information:
www.adea.fi
esa.makitalo@adea.fi
info@mobilebox.se
Alexander Lervik: alexander@lervik.se
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